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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are having a dramatic impact on the way surrounding environment is being
monitored. In this article, many underlying design issues of WSNs have been summarized, starting from the cov-
erage and the connectivity. As batteries provide energy to sensor nodes, effective ways of power conservation are
considered. Advantages of placing sensors in a regular pattern have also been discussed and various tradeoffs
for many possible ways of secured communication in a WSN are summarized. Challenges in deploying WSN for
monitoring CO emission are briefly covered. Finally, the use of sensors is illustrated in automatically generating
music based on dancers’ movements.
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1. Introduction
Usefulness of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is expanding at an unprecedented rate and could break recordsestablished by most past successful technologies. Sensors were initially introduced for monitoring enemy’s activitiesand refining battle-field management strategies. Now, numerous civilian applications [11] are being pursued suchas disaster control (forest fire, earthquake, flooding, volcanic eruption, hurricane, etc.), factory assembly line control,emission level of poisonous and hazardous gases due to natural and manmade causes, health (stress and strain, fatigue,tilt, and cracks) of large bridges and tall buildings, water and air purity, human health care and physical activities,remote checking of rehabilitation process, habitat and endangered spices, chemical process, and nuclear radiation andother situations with potential health risks. So, one’s own imagination can be used in projecting versatility of WSNswhich has created an evolutionary scheme for such an embedded system design.A typical sensor node (SN) consists of several functional units as shown in Figure 1 [11]. Transducers are used to convertenergy from an existing form to electrical signals so that different physical quantities can be stored in the memory unit
∗ E-mail: dpa@cs.uc.edu
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Figure 1. Functional units of a sensor.

Table 1. Energy consumption in different functional units of a sensor.

Unit Energy ConsumptionTransducer Depends on type of deviceA/D Converter 3.1µWRadio Transmitter 100 pJoules/bit/m2 [36]Radio Receiver 2.36 µ Joules/bit/m2 [25]Radio Idle Mode 2.36 µJoules/bit [25]Radio Sleep Mode 0.9 µJoules/bit [25]Processor Ratio of energy consumed in one bittransmission to execution of onearithmetic/logical instruction varies from220 to 2900∗
∗http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.18.7696

after being converted from analog to digital. Using a wireless transmitter-receiver pair (usually called as transceiver),SN’s digital reading can be transmitted and collected at a central station known as a base station (BS) or a Sink nodevia some other intermediate SN(s). All these devices run on battery power that makes energy saving strategies verycrucial.It is interesting to note that a transceiver requires energy in transmitting as well as in receiving data and the energyconsumption is proportional to some power of distance (varying from 2 to 4) for the electromagnetic signals to propagateto be received correctly. Due to short distance between SNs, the power is usually considered as two. This is thereason why data is forwarded towards the BS in a multi-hop fashion so that transmitting power is limited to cover justadjacent SNs only. It is interesting to note that almost the same amount of energy is consumed in an idle mode, whilea very small amount of energy is needed in data processing, local storage, and A/D conversion and sleep mode of thetransceiver. The amount of energy needed for different operations in a typical SN are illustrated in Table 1 [11].SNs are used to measure various physical quantities in the surrounding area. Thermometer is an old householdtransducer that measures the temperature of the whole body. Similarly, a SN can sense a physical quantity in itsvicinity within a short distance, commonly known as the sensing range and such an area depends on SN’s sensitivity,the gradient of the sensed parameter and associated spatial correlation function [35]. One such example is illustratedin Figure 2(a). So, if the sensing range of a SN i is given by radius rsi, then the area covered by the SN i is Asi = πr2
si.The sensed data need to be sent to the BS in a multi-hop fashion by adjusting the transceiver power of SN X to reachan adjacent SN Y, making the communication range rc to be at least twice that of the sensing range rsi as illustrated inFigure 2(a), giving:

rc > 2rsi. (1)
In most WSN literature, researchers have performed both analytical and simulation works assuming rc = 2 rsi. WhenSNs are randomly deployed, sensing of a physical parameter at a given point depends on which SN(s) can sense thatphysical parameter at that point. One such example of 3-SNs X, Y, and Z is given in Figure 2(b) where the parameter
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a) b)

c)
Figure 2. a) Sensing range and communication range of SNs. b) Three SNs and their coverage areas c) desired coverage area, degree of

coverage, and base station or sink node.

value can be indicated by one or more SNs. If there is no overlap, the area is called 1-coverage (marked by area 1 inFigure 2(b)) and the physical quantity in that region can be represented by the SN sensing that area. If there is anoverlap between sensing areas of two adjacent SNs, then the sensed parameter in overlapped area can be given by thevalue indicated by either of the two SNs. Such 2-covered and 3-covered areas are shown by 2 and 3 in Figure 2(b).If a larger area A is to be monitored by SNs, then many SNs ought to be deployed and the minimum number of neededSNs to cover the area A can be mathematically given by:
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N = ⌈
A
As

⌉ = ⌈
A
πr2

s

⌉
, (2)

where de represents an integer value as the ceiling of the number. This is similar to bin packing problem and the sensedparameter at each point within the rectangular area of Figure 2(c) ought to be covered by at least one SN. But, physicalconstraints may force to use larger than the minimum number of SNs. One can definitely try to minimize the numberof SNs by placing them carefully close to each other and with minimum overlap. The coverage could be even higherthan ”1” due to overlapped regions as shown in Figure 2(c). The concept of full connectivity can also be applied as aneffective way of transferring sensed data from any SN to the BS in a multi-hop fashion and is applicable to all SNs ina WSN.This article is not a comprehensive survey of WSNs from all the angles, but an attempt to highlight most critical designaspects that could be found common among numerous applications. Once the SNs have been deployed, the first thingSNs do is to send beacon signals [13] to find out who their neighbors are and how far away they are located usingsimple RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) or other sophisticated techniques 1. Once the basic skeleton of theWSN has been defined, other issues can be undertaken for a given use and could be highly application dependent.Some of these specific issues include synchronization of SNs [19], localization using triangulation [27] that determinesrelative location of each SN within the deployed region, possible clustering of SNs for efficient data communication [14]and in-network aggregation [7], routing between different SNs and to the BS [15], MAC access for collision avoidance 2,etc. Thereafter, various parameters such as frequency and period of sensing, precision and data transmission of sensedparameters based on application specifications and requirements [20], buffering of sensed data [26], and determination ofthe presence of an event and corresponding decision or action by the actuator(s) [24], and any further refinements aboutreliability [30], fault-tolerance [6], authentication, authorization, and encryption [29], can be defined as per applicationrequirements. The article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the coverage and the connectivity in WSNs. Fewschemes for increasing the lifetime of a WSN are considered in Section 3. Deployment of SNs in a regular latticetopology for applications for an easily accessible terrain is taken up in Section 4. Secured communication in bothtypes of WSNs is considered in Section 5. One practical example of utilizing SNs to monitor carbon mono-oxide (CO)emissions is briefed in Section 6. Finally, some concluding remarks on future use of a WSN in an ongoing project ofautomatic music generation are given in Section 7.
2. Coverage and connectivity in homogeneous and heterogeneous WSNs
For most defense and many natural-disaster-based civilian applications, the area cannot be physically accessible andthe SNs have to be deployed using a low flying airplane or an unmanned aerial or ground vehicle (UAV or UGV). Thus,it may not be possible to accurately control their exact placement on the surface of Earth. If N SNs are randomlydeployed in an area A, then the average SN density λs can be given by:

λs = N/A. (3)
It is interesting to note that the sensing and communication ranges rsi and rci depend on individual SNi and powerfulSNs have much larger sensing and communication ranges (Figure 3(a)). But, having few powerful SNs along with usualenergy-constrained regular SNs makes the WSN heterogeneous in nature (Figure 3(b)). Impact of introducing justfew powerful SNs on 1- and 2-coverage, connectivity and combined coverage-connectivity probabilities are obtainedusing analytical formulation [36] and is given in Table 2 [36]. These results can be also obtained using simulation. Thecorresponding curves for 1- and 3-coverage for both homogeneous and heterogeneous WSNs in a given area of 1000m2 are shown in Figure 4(a) [36]. The impact of adding powerful SNs on coverage and connectivity of 300 regular SNsdeployed in an area of 1000 m2 are shown in Figure 4 (b).
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Received_signal_strength_indication2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_Access_with_Collision_Avoidance_for_Wireless
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a) b)
Figure 3. a) Sensing area rsi of powerful and regular SNs and the corresponding communication ranges rci. b) Random deployment of 100

powerful and 300 regular SNs in 1000× 1000 area and data collection at the BS.

Table 2. One and two coverage probability in homogeneous and heterogeneous networks when 300 regular sns and variable number of powerful
SNs deployed in an area of A=1000× 1000 units.

Characteristics Required Number of 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120Coverage powerful SNsCoverage 1-coverage Homogeneous∗ .80 .81 .82 .83 .84 .84 .85 .86 .866 .873 .879probability Heterogeneous# .91 .94 .96 .98 .99 .99 .99 .996 .997 .998 .9992-coverage Homogeneous∗ .22 .23 .25 .26 .27 .29 .30 .31 .326 .34 .353Heterogeneous# .43 .55 .64 .73 .79 .85 .89 .92 .939 .956 .969Connectivity 1-coverage Homogeneous∗ .10 .13 .16 .20 .24 .29 .33 .38 .428 .475 .52probability 2-coverage Heterogeneous# .40 .60 .75 .85 .92 .95 .97 .985 .992 .995 .997Combined 1-coverage Homogeneous∗ .10 .13 .16 .20 .24 .29 .33 .38 .428 .475 .52Coverage and and full- Heterogeneous# .40 .60 .75 .85 .92 .95 .97 .985 .992 .995 .997connectivity connectivity
∗ In Homogenous WSN, sensing range rs of SNs is set as 40 units.# In Heterogeneous WSN, sensing range rs of a large SN is set as 120 units, and that of a regular SN is set as 40 units.

As the BS needs to collect data in a multi-hop fashion from all SNs in the deployed area, the volume of data increasesas one gets closer to the BS. That means SNs near the BS need to transmit not only their own sensed data, but alsorelay the data of the other far away SNs, implying consumption of a lot more energy than others. As illustrated inFigure 5(a), SNs A, B, C, D, and E have to transmit their own data; while SNs F, G, and H have to relay data frommultiple SNs placed in the outer area. These are indicated by weights along the communication edge of each SN. SNI has to send data corresponding to 9 different SNs and will run out of energy much faster than other SNs. Thus, thetraffic burden on SN I is heavier and once this SN runs out of energy, data from any SN cannot be set to the BS. Thisphenomenon is known as the energy hole problem [25] and has a definite impact on WSN’s lifetime which is defined asthe period data can be collected by the BS. One alternative [33] is to deploy SNs following a two dimensional Gaussiandistribution nears the BS and is shown in Figure 5(b).Using the results of coverage and life time property, the numberof SNs, the coverage, and the network lifetime requirements, it optimal Gaussian parameters can be determined. Theresults can be easily extended to the case when multiple BSs are deployed. There are many ways to optimize energyconsumption in a WSN and is considered next.
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a) b)
Figure 4. a) 1- and 3-Coverage in 1000m2 area Homogeneous and Heterogeneous WSNs b) coverage and connectivity in a Heterogeneous WSN

when # regular SNs=70 and number of powerful SNs varied in 1000m2 area.

a) b)
Figure 5. a) Number of messages as SNs get closer to BS. b) WSN with Gaussian Deployment of SNs.

3. Energy minimization schemes in a WSN
Besides the strategy discussed in the previous section, another way to enhance the network life time is to form a clusterof SNs and aggregate data from cluster members having similar data, thereby reduce the transmission time. But, thereis an associated overhead if forming clusters and attention must be paid to see the tradeoffs between clustering overheadand data compaction due to clustering. The cluster data is collected by a group leader, commonly known as a clusterhead (CH), and that helps minimizing the network congestion. SN routes the data to the nearby CH as shown in Figure6. Assuming BS as the root, a Data Aggregation Tree can be used.SN data usually satisfy spatial correlation whereby physical attributes exhibit a gradual and continuous variation overthe two dimensional Euclidean space. The most common aggregation scheme advocated in the literature includes simpleoperators like sum, average, maxima, or minima. However, applying such a scheme to a temperature map could losesome useful information. Without compromising any relevant information, a scheme [10] determines optimal number ofaggregator operators to be around 450 and 500 for energy-efficient data aggregation in a WSN with 10,000 SNs.In a WSN, given k is the number of parameters being reported by each SN to a CH, the size of raw SN data be r bytes,
n be the number of SNs in each cluster, while the size of compressed data be c bytes. Savings by compression is theratio of input data size to output size and can be given by:

nkr
kc = nr

c . (4)
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Figure 6. Data aggregation using average temperature values.

In the initial work at MIT, LEACH [16] selects a set of nodes randomly as CHs and each node joins a cluster depending onperiodic proactive communication between the SN and the CH. Both reactive and hybrid approached has been introduced[22] that provide enhanced performance of WSNs. A kernel function can fit the measurements taken by a SN at differentintervals of time, with each pair of neighboring SNs exchanging messages. On the other hand, correlation between theattribute values and using the location between multiple SNs in close proximity to aggregate [3] the attribute values. Inthe initial stage, a quad tree (QT) [21] is established as shown in Figure 6. Then, each SN senses and reports its datato its nearest tree node acting as a CH. A data aggregation procedure is used to create a polynomial f(x, y) as follows:
f(x, y) = β0 + β1y+ β2y2 + β3x + β4xy+ β5xy2 + β6x2 + β7x2y+ β8x2y2, (5)

where β0, β1, ... β8 are the nine coefficients of the regression polynomial for the attribute f(x, y) sensed at coordinates(x, y) [3]. Four parameters xmin, ymin, xmax , and ymax are used to represent the rectangular area of approximation. Thus,each SN needs to send only two fields: one carrying the coefficient of polynomial, and the other for correspondingboundaries to its parent. At each level, parent nodes calculate a new set of coefficients and covered area by combiningwith own reported readings and pass onto the next higher level. Once this procedure stops at the root (BS), and thefinal polynomial f(x, y) at the root can get the attribute value at any point (x, y) in the given area.The data aggregation process has been simulated using Mathematica tool using the parameters of Figure 7(a) forthe coefficients for a synthetic data set of temperature distribution of Figure 7(b) for 400 SNs in the area of 400x400units. The temperature attribute shows a change of 1-unit temperature for a traversal of every 45-units distance. Figure7(c) shows the results of approximated values after running aggregation algorithm at each node of the tree and can beobtained as [3]:
f(x, y) = 26.1429 + 0.0427163y− 0.000167934y2 + 0.014x + 0.000249xy

−0.00000009231xy2 − 0.0000181258x2 − 0.000000860054x2y+ 0.00000000116143x2y2. (6)
The scale of approximated temperature contour almost matches the actual distribution. Percentage Error is calculatedas follows:

E = (
T − T
T × 100)

6 εTh, (7)
where T is the actual temperature, T is value of temperature from the aggregation polynomial and εTh is the errorthreshold. As shown in Figure 8(a), the error is limited to less than 5.64% and most of the time; it is less than 1.68%.
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a) b)

c)
Figure 7. a) Simulation parameters for temperature distribution. b) synthetic model of temperature distribution with 400×400 SNs. c) temperature

values after aggregation.

If a better accuracy is desired, it can be achieved by either increasing the order of the polynomial or enlarging thedepth of the tree (Figure 8(b)). But, these will make the computation process more complex, while the size of data fileremains the same and is illustrated in Figure 8(c). It is interesting to note that a sensed parameter can be obtainedeven if a SN may not be located at point (x, y). Moreover, as the variation is mathematically formulated, maxima andminima can be found by simply differentiating and equating to zero to obtain the corresponding x-y coordinates. Also,any major deviation from a normal reading indicated by neighboring SNs can be treated as presence of a fault. Duringthe execution of this algorithm, the following metrics is considered at each node: (i) Contour matching between the realand the approximated data; (ii) The accuracy of the approximation of the sensed parameter over the entire region bothin the absolute value and the percentage error; (iii) Compression ratio; and (iv) Data packet size at the root node withand without compression.
3.1. 3-D Deployment of a WSN
Three dimensional WSNs can be utilized in 3-D space on the ground, in the air, under water, on bodies, in vehicles, 3-Dareal space, and inside tall buildings, such as predicting movements of ice sheets in glaciers. A network of geophysicalfloating SNs in waterproof containers can be connected to retrieve seismic images, radar images at high and lowfrequencies and continuously monitor surface waters to sense the temperature, dissolved oxygen and pH for betterunderstanding and managing the water cycle. A WSN can be used to monitor temperature, soil, moisture, light andhumidity across a large vineyard that influences precision harvesting of grapes, frost protection, predict insect/pest/fungidevelopment, precision plant care by adapting the water/fertilizer/pesticide supply to the needs of individual plants anddeveloping new agricultural models. A WSN can be used to have a quantitative description like temperature, salinity,and current profile and the patterns of ocean climate variability for the upper ocean by dropping SNs into water fromships or planes. Habitat monitoring such as nesting habits is another important application of WSNs.All these applications require deployment of SNs in three dimensional spaces. An aggregation can be done usingdifferent approximations by having a large number of polynomial coefficients. For example, a 3-D regular deploymentof Figure 9(a), a tree can be formed in so many ways and with different depth and variation of accuracy for thevariable f as a function of three coordinates x, y, and z are shown in Figure 9(b) for f (x,y,z) = a0+a1z+a2y+a3yz+a4x+a5xz+a6xy+a7xyz [28]. It has observed [3] that the tree height of 4 provides a reasonable accuracy.
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a) b)

c)
Figure 8. a) Variation of percentage error with depth. b) Distribution of error for tree of depth 4. c) Size of Data at root when depth of tree varied.

a) b)
Figure 9. a) 3-D regular Deployment of SNs in computing variable f(x,y,z). b) Accuracy with number of nodes and tree depth in 3-D SN deployment.

3.2. Mobile CHs
In a WSN, data generation from SNs is triggered by occurrence of an event and that causes uneven energy consumption.Besides data aggregation, another option is to deploy some energy-rich SNs and use them as the BS. By making BSmove around, data from SNs can be obtained by only one hop, thereby reducing the energy requirements. In addition,
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Table 3. Characteristics of different topologies.

Placement Distance Between Sensing Area to beAdjacent Sensors covered by each sensorRectangular rs r2
sTriangular rs √34 r2
sHexagon rs 3√34 r2
s

locations of SNs also help BS determine the area of an event as well as boundary of the event. Having controlledmobility of BS also minimizes the distance from an event region. This also reduces the total energy consumed by theSNs. There are two ways to control movement of the BS [32]: one to minimize the average consumed energy, while theother one minimizes the maximum transmission energy for every active SN. It is interesting to note that by employingmobile BS, up to 42% increase in the life time of a WSN has been observed [4], [5] over existing schemes.
4. Regular lattice deployment
There is an increasing number of WSNs that are being explored for civilian use. In most of these applications (exceptnatural disasters), the area where SNs are to be deployed, is easily accessible. Therefore, it is possible to deploySNs using a regular lattice pattern such that the design is scalable without any overlap or gap [11]. Three possibleschemes are rectangular, hexagonal and triangular patterns and are shown in Figure 10. Characteristics of these regulartopologies are summarized in Table 3. A SN is deployed at each cross point and the geometry of each scheme gives theminimum non-overlapping area As to be covered by each SN for 1-coverage and is shown in Table 4. Given the sensingrange rs and the communication range rc of each SN, the minimum number of SNs needed for an area of 100×100 unitsto have 1-coverage is shown in Figure 11(a). Similar curves for full connectivity of SNs for three topologies are givenin Figure 11(b) while both coverage and connectivity is illustrated in Figure 11(c) [36].

a) b) c)
Figure 10. Three different regular tiles of Square, Hexagonal and Triangular schemes: Minimum needed Sensing Area (As) for 1-coverage, given

rs as the sensing range.

From Table 4 and Figure 11, we can see that the triangular scheme requires minimum number of SNs for coveragewhile from connectivity point of view, square topology provides better performance. If we consider both connectivity andcoverage jointly, different schemes perform better for different operating ranges. Table 4 can be used as a guideline
11
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Table 4. Number of Required SNs for Coverage, Connectivity and both coverage-connectivity by three Lattices as a function of Sensing Range rs
and Communication Range rc to cover area A=1000× 1000 units.

Characteristics Sensing rs=1 rs=2 rs=3 rs=4 rs=5 rs=6 rs=7 rs=8 rs=9 rs=10 rs=11 rs=12 rs=13 rs=14 rs=15RangeFull Square 5000 1250 556 312 200 139 102 79 62 50 42 35 30 26 23Coverage Hexagonal 7698 1925 856 482 924 642 472 361 286 231 191 161 137 118 103Triangular 3849 963 428 241 154 107 79 61 48 39 32 27 23 20 18Communication 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15Range rc=?Full Square 10000 2500 1112 625 400 278 205 157 124 100 83 70 60 52 45Connectivity Hexagonal 7698 1925 856 482 924 642 472 361 286 231 191 161 137 118 103Triangular 11547 2887 1283 722 462 321 236 181 143 116 96 81 69 59 52Full coverageand rs/rc=?−− > 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0connectivity Square 5000 1250 556 313 200 139 102 100 100 100with rc= 10 Hexagonal 7698 1025 856 482 308 214 158 121 95 77Triangular 3849 963 428 241 154 116 116 116 116 116
in selecting the best topology. Thereafter, it is important to define how many sensed parameters are needed and thefrequency of transmission. It is also easier to form clusters of any given size as locations of different SNs are known.But, regularity of networks ought to be incorporated in the size of the cluster. For example, in a square scheme; it israther easier to have a square size of the cluster so that it can be used as a basic building block. Once the clusters areformed, it may be easy to select the CH based on its geometry and then can define collision-free transmission scheduleof SNs.

a) b) c)
Figure 11. a) No. of SNs needed for 1-Coverage in 1000 × 1000 area when rs is varied. b) No. of SNs needed for Connectivity in 1000 × 1000

area when rc is varied c) No. of SNs needed for 1-Coverage and connectivity in 1000× 1000 area when the ratio rs/rc is varied .

5. Secured communication in WSNs
Secured communication is a very complicated and resource consuming aspect of a WSN. Security basically implies bothauthentication and encryption and the complexity of underlying technique heavily depends on its usefulness and criticallyof it effect(s). All the SNs deployed in a given area usually belong to one specific application and authentication maybe of a lesser concern that encrypting the communicated data. This is specifically critical as SNs do suffer from severeenergy constraints. Such a notion can also be supported as SNs in a WSN are expected to send their sensed data tothe BS or a CH, depending on the query being broadcasted by the BS. So, authentication of individual SNs could beassumed to be built in such a deployment; while resource-rich BS can be checked using any sophisticated scheme [18].In terms of encrypting data, there are two major schemes [1] of a pair of public and private keys and a shared secret
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Table 5. Key Distribution Schemes in WSNs.

No. Scheme Description1. Common Master Key A single network-wide master encryption key used by all membersApproach fails if one compromised.2. Diffie-Hellman based A key distribution scheme based on the Elliptic Curve Diffie-HellmanAsymmetric key key exchange mechanism. Each node has a unique key shared withApproach the sink node [11].3. Bivariate polynomial Any two members in a group can generate a unique pair-wise keykey pre-distribution based on their preloaded bivariate polynomial shares. The establishedscheme key is secure when the number of compromised nodes is less than thedegree of the polynomial [31] .E.g., F(x,y)= F(y,x)= 5x+ 5y + x2y2.4. Random Key Randomly pre-selecting and storing a subset of keys from a very largePre-distribution size key pool. Each pair of neighboring nodes needs to find theirMechanism shared keys via a common-key discovery process after deployment [8]5. A 2-D symmetric Each node is randomly preloaded a row and a column of keys from amatrix key pre- large size two-dimensional asymmetric key matrix. Any two nodesdistribution scheme share at least two common keys after deployment [9].
key between a sender and a receiver. The first scheme usually requires exact multiplication of large prime numbers andexact division operation to perform a modulo-operation [11]. These operations are at least 1000 times more complex 3than a shared symmetric scheme where the same key has to be used for encryption by a sender and decryption at thereceiver without transmitting the key, and that is why it is called a shared secret key. Looking at two types of WSNs, therelative location of different SNs are known in a regularly deployed WSN and it is straightforward to distribute sharedsecret keys between any pair of two neighboring SNs. So, instead of considering any generic WSN, we concentrateon a randomly-deployed WSN and consider different ways of pre-distributing secret keys to the SNs before deployingthem.A few selected key pre-distribution schemes are summarized in Table 5. The noted one is the use of Diffie-Hellmanalgorithm by exchanging one parameter in each direction to compute a common symmetric key. Another one is based onthe use of bivariate polynomial [31] by exchanging a single parameter x or y between two nodes X and Y so that eachcould independently use a polynomial to compute a symmetric key. In a random WSN, the location of SNs cannot bepredicted. Therefore, a random key distribution [8] has been suggested by assigning a different set of keys to each SNwith the hope that there will be at least one common key between two neighboring SNs. As the chances of having acommon key in such a scheme is less than one, a novel 2-D matrix scheme of allocating a row and a column of keys [9]to each SN and then randomly deploying SNs is illustrated in Figure 12(a). As shown, there are at least two commonkeys between any two adjacent SNs by simply remembering their initial coordinates when keys were assigned.There are many advantages of such a 2-D key assignment as it allows having common keys between any two adjacentSNs. The number of required keys and the corresponding maximum size of WSN are indicated in Figure 12(b) and withjust 200 keys; it is possible to design a WSN with 10,000 SNs. In a random key distribution scheme, if there are nocommon key between adjacent SNs, one may have to go through multiple intermediate SNs to have a common sharedsymmetric keys and that is an additional overhead. Besides this, any faulty or malicious SN(s) does not have muchimpact on the symmetric keys of other SNs; thus enhancing resiliency of the WSN. In summary, the complexity of theseschemes varies and one of these encryption schemes can be used for having secured transmission based on criticality ofthe application and resulting consequences.
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-key_cryptography
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a) b)
Figure 12. a) 2-D Matrix assignment of keys to m2 SNs. b) Maximum size of WSN for 2-D Matrix and random assignment of keys.

a) b)
Figure 13. a) No. of SNs deployed in UC Campus. b) A SN unit mounted on an Electric Pole.

6. WSN deploymentoring for monitoring carbon mono-oxide around the UC
Campus
Many potential uses of WSNs in providing continuous, real-time data of ambient air quality have been covered in [2].SNs, combined with the wireless communication, offers benefit of convenience in deployment, and lower operation and
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a) b)

c) d)
Figure 14. a) CO reading as a function of time. b) Temperature reading as a function of time. c) Humidity reading as a function of time. d) CO

reading inside an underground Garage .

maintenance cost. At the University of Cincinnati (UC), practical use of SNs has been explored by deploying devices tomonitor carbon monoxide (CO) by the automobiles stopping at traffic signals around the UC campus [34] and placementaround UC campus is illustrated in Figure 13. CO is a colorless, odorless, poisonous gas that quickly affects the humanbody and is generated due to incomplete oxidation of carbon. To check the proof of this novel concept, 5 out of 15planned CO SNs were placed on electric poles around UC campus [23]. As there are no off-the-shelf SN unit that cando this job, a custom made SN unit was designed and implemented by adding CO SN with two stages of operationalamplifier to the commercially available MicaZ unit. As the CO level is a function of humidity and temperature, CO SNshave been calibrated inside a laboratory gas chamber and that was a real challenge in getting rid of used CO gas inthe laboratory. Readings of temperature, humidity, and CO level are transmitted wirelessly in a multiplexed mode alongwith ppm level of CO from the SNs. An external antenna is added to increase the communication range of 30 feet forMicaZ antenna to 200 feet. All these units run on two AA batteries which are recharged using an attached solar cell.As sensor units have to be safely placed 20Š high on utility poles, many of the design considerations discussed earlierwere compromised, including having equal distance between adjacent sensors. To test the basic concept, we deployedonly five SNs. Therefore, we did not implement any data aggregation scheme and raw sensed data were collected every2 minutes at a laptop (BS) placed inside the ERC building. TMDA schedule is used to avoid collisions among packetsfrom different SNs and data is forward to the BS in a multi-hop fashion. Further details of implementation can be foundin [33]. As the CO level is also a function of temperature and humidity, these parameters are sent to a BS in timemultiplex mode and some example reading at different dates are shown in Figure 14.
7. Concluding remarks
WSNs have opened up a tremendous opportunity of their potential use in numerous applications and the key issue isto be innovative in exploring their use in civilian applications as the use of WSNs in defense area is obvious. Manypossible areas have been indicated in this article along with associated problems and limitations while deploying anactual WSN. We have started doing experiment with the use of WSNs in generating music automatically [23] (Figure15). Initially, Mica Mote boards were placed in the periphery of a studio and RSSI signals from motes attached totwo dancer’s arms are collected at a laptop acting as a BS at the center of the studio and dancers’ location and their
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Figure 15. Converting dancer’s movement.

movements are computed at the BS. This information is used by the BS in playing pre-stored segments of music. Inthe second version [17], a dancer’s movement was captured by utilizing an accelerometer that accurately translates hermovements into an appropriate music sequence. Having a single dancer and only few sensor boards took care of avoidingmost of the collisions among different data transmissions. The third performance involved activation of SNs by lettingany of 16 dancers step on one of 10 pressure sensors placed on the periphery of a stage and water-fall music wasinitiated based on the time of activation. The music was modulated using an accelerometer-embedded ball being playedby dancers. Special care was taken to avoid collisions by not activating more than one pressure sensor simultaneously.This 18-minutes concert was played three times a day for 7 days at the UC auditorium. The fourth concert was tostore the music generated by playing a clarinet when the musician was in front of a sensor board and was replayedwhen the musician moved around the stage. We are continuing our interaction with the music department and are veryexcited about such use as it could enable dancers to perform what they feel appropriate and enhancing learners’ skillsby monitoring their progress and comparing with a standard performance. To conclude, WSN can be useful in manydaily operations and it is up to user to use own imagination to come up with possible application. Potential use of SNsseems to be endless and presently we can envision only the glimpse of its future impact.
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